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WHERE DO I START?
QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER

INTRODUCTION
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How will patrons indicate they'd like their materials to be delivered?

Which types of materials are eligible for delivery?  

Is this service only for delivering, or will it include a return service as well?

Materials

How will staff track materials through the delivery process? 

Can your desired tracking system be supported by your ILS?

How will the delivery schedule be managed? 

Technology and software

What vehicle space setup is necessary to accommodate deliveries?

Which vehicles will staff use to complete deliveries? 

Is the library prepared to insure drivers? 

Vehicles

How will your library define their delivery area?

How will staff build efficient routes for drivers?  

What software (if any) is needed to build delivery routes?

Routing 

What training is needed?

How many staff hours are needed to run the service?

What duties and responsibilities need to be carried out by staff?

Staff

How will the program be funded?

What technology and equipment are needed for staff workspaces and drivers?

What packaging materials and other supplies are needed?

Equipment and supplies

Is a separate work area necessary for organizing packaged materials?

Where will staff work and prepare items for delivery? 

How much space is needed to organize packaged materials into routes for drivers? 

Space





Early Days



Database Collaboration



Future
Automation

https://tinyurl.com/yjjc6ld8
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Packaging Material





Save on Staples











Choosing a
GPS Mount



Driver
Wanted
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APPENDIX

LOGIC MODEL
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What is the problem/barrier? What are your goals?

What would you need to do to reach those goals?

Outputs
Who should be involved? What do they need to do? What does the final

product look like?

Outcomes - Impact: What does the project look like...
Short term? Intermediate? Long term?

Logic models can be incredibly helpful to determine whether or not to pursue a

project by mapping out if it will have a high enough impact and return. Try working

out how you envision your delivery service using the logic model below:

APPENDIX



It's Worth
Asking










